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A thought provoking insight into the holocaust 
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My wish for Dark Road is that it opens a dialogue; that audience members leave
and discuss the larger issues raised by the play.  While writing this play in 

2015, I had no idea how timely it would be.  I think it has resonated because of 
world events.  After the 2016 election, hate crimes rose sharply in the United 
States. Child immigrant refugees are being torn from their parents and caged 

on the border in overcrowded, inadequately equipped centers that are 
frighteningly similar to concentration camps. Anti-Semitism is on the rise. In frighteningly similar to concentration camps. Anti-Semitism is on the rise. In 

the UK and Europe there is widespread anti-immigrant and nationalist sentiment, 
and it continues to grow.  A successful production of Dark Road will, I hope, 

act as a cautionary tale about what can happen when you begin to see those not 
like you as The Other, as less, as not worthy of the same basic human rights as 

you. We must be ever vigilant in giving the same respect and care to every 
human being. Failing to uphold the ideals of human worth and equality puts us 

all on a very dark road indeed.all on a very dark road indeed.
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Harry is an old man in a retirement home. Happy with the pace of life, he's surprised to 
receive a young visitor who seems to know a lot about Harry's wartime record. But 

there's more to the visitor than Harry suspects, because they have met before...
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When Greta, a young girl living in Nazi Germany, reads that the nearby women's 
concentration camp is hiring guards, she sees it as a chance to find her place in the 

world and provide for her sister Lise. Soon she learns the reality of her duties, and 
so too does she learn how to justify her crimes, heading further and further down the 

dark road laid by the Third Reich. Kind-hearted Lise is shocked at what her sister  
becomes, and though the two drift apart, their fates 

remain inextricably and dangerously linked. remain inextricably and dangerously linked. 

Welcome From The Director...
As we mark the 75th anniversary of D-Day and look back on 100 years 

since the end of World War One, I warmly invite you to Helmdon Bridge 
Players’ summer productions of ‘Dark Road’ and ‘The Last Visitor’. This 

year, new actors have joined the summer play and I am particularly 
pleased to have so much younger talent making their debut 

performance in a summer production. Both plays have pushed us out of 
our usual comfort zone, and every member of the cast and crew has put our usual comfort zone, and every member of the cast and crew has put 

an incredible effort into their role. These plays tackle a serious and
touching subject. We have done our best to portray these events with 

care and respect, remembering those who fought for our country 
while doing so.

When asked to direct the summer play, I wanted to produce something 
which would not only entertain but also inform. I wanted audiences to 

walk away with unanswered questions, discussing their experiences walk away with unanswered questions, discussing their experiences 
and remembering the two World Wars. ‘Dark Road’ in particular creates 

a discussion of how evil becomes ordinary. Both productions have 
involved a huge amount of background research to ensure that 

everything we do is as accurate as possible, from factual information, 
dates and times, to set designs and costume. Each member of the cast 
has spent time developing their character and, as rehearsals have 
progressed, the emotion from each individual has increased. I am progressed, the emotion from each individual has increased. I am 

incredibly proud of everyone involved in this production. They have 
taken on a serious challenge and produced two great plays which the 

community should be proud of.

On behalf of the Bridge Players I would like to thank the following 
for their generous support to our group:

Sue Wallace, one of our founder members, for donating our lighting 
rig, and Helmdon Parish Council for their continued grant support, rig, and Helmdon Parish Council for their continued grant support, 
allowing us to build and expand our technical capabilities. I would 

also like to thank Peter Burns and The Sports Club who both kindly 
store our stage and set throughout the year. I am also grateful to 

Paul Duncombe for providing us with transport to move larger items 
around the village. 

On a personal note, I would also like to 
say a huge thank you to my Co-Director, Rachel Marland for her say a huge thank you to my Co-Director, Rachel Marland for her 
support and effort in making these performances come to life. 
Finally I thank You, our audience, for your continued support. 

I hope you enjoy the performance.


